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| Dispatches #15 | Art & The “Crisis” In Iceland

In art, Dispatches on 07/12/2010 at 8:39 am
(http://cablegram.files.wordpress.com/2010/06/rosa-full.jpg)On my recent trip
to Reykjavik, almost every discussion of length that I had with artists, dealers,
and museum professionals touched upon the “crisis

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2008%E2%80%932010_Icelandic_financial_crisis),” Iceland’s
financial collapse in fall 2008 spurred by the failure of three major banks. Two young artists I met
jokingly referred to pre-crisis life as “the good old days,” meaning not just a healthy art market but
a communal period of wealth and enjoyment.

The Reykjavik Art Museum’s exhibition “Vanitas, Still-Life in Contemporary Icelandic Art,
(http://www.artmuseum.is/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-2182/3368_read-1637/date-1543/)”
presented two works from 2010 that seemed to reference the recent economic turmoil. Rósa
Gísladóttir’s (http://www.umm.is/UMMIS/Listamenn/Listamadur/46) “To Become … Debt”
featured two shimmering towers of clear and tinted plastic bottles filled with water. Her title
suggests a possible symbolic reading of duplicitous empire-making based upon relatively
worthless goods (i.e. water and plastic). Or perhaps the alluring conformity of the bottles’
arrangement is meant to represent people blindly acting in accordance to a perceived yet
ultimately disastrous norm.

Also from the exhibition, Áslaug Thorlacius’s (http://this.is/aslaug/) installation “Advance Home
Economics” included four lovely, large watercolors of rooms inside a house, loosely and lightly
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painted and full of jumbled objects. In the middle sat a spare wooden table with stacks of sorted
and cleaned objects for recycling, such as soda and wine bottles, take-out containers, cups, etc.
Similar objects were sorted and banded together on a ledge on a wall. Although perhaps a criticism
of domesticity, in light of the “crisis” the works reads as a hopeless appeal for order, frugality, and
resourcefulness in an arena that seems controllable—the home—as opposed to the unstable world
outside.

Finally, I had a studio visit with Hekla Dögg Jónsdóttir (http://this.is/hekla/), who showed me
images of her recent work “Tower of Now
(http://www.canadianart.ca/online/reviews/2010/05/20/no-soul-for-sale/index1.html),” co-
created with Sirra Sigrún Sigurðardóttir for a group exhibition in the turbine hall at the Tate
Modern in London in May 2010. The piece consisted of a hollow square column delineated by
hundreds of strands of adding machine tape, hung several stories high and weighted at the bottom
with one single Icelandic króna (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Icelandic_kr%C3%B3na) coin each.
Iceland’s currency plummeted in value during the “crisis.” This majestic and elegant piece refers to
the artificiality of the concept of “value,” the beauty of inflated dreams, and the reality of money,
which has the power to bring a person, or a country, to its knees.

-N. Elizabeth Schlatter is a curator and writer living in Richmond, VA.

Image: “Rósa Gísladóttir, “To Become … Debt,” 2010, plastic bottles, water, light, acrylic sheets
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